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SHOCK SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the problem of sensitivity of the shock position with respect
to the parameters of compressible inviscid ows. We show that it is possible to use the linearized
equations for this. The analysis is complete for linear academic problems but still incomplete for
the nonlinear problems of uid mechanics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many nonlinear ows have shocks. Some shocks move
in time, others are stationary. Sensitivity of the po-
sition of the shocks with respect to the parameters of
the ow is the problem we would like to investigate
here. There are many important applications such as
the uttering problem for wings. Up to now uttering
is investigated by solving the nonlinear Euler equa-
tions at each time step (see [8]), but the sensitivity
analysis which follows will make it possible to use the
linearized Euler equations instead, thereby reducing
greatly the computing time and possibly improving
the accuracy.

Godlewski et al [3] have studied the same for the
shock tube ow problem and solved it completely for
Burger's equation when the sensitivity is with respect
to initial data. They show that it is possible to vali-
date the formal di�erentiation of the partial di�eren-
tial equation provided that a meaning is given to the
product of Dirac mass with discontinuous functions.
We use the same idea here and apply it to stationary
ows. When the problem is linear the result can be
established heuristically and demonstrated to work on
a simple analytical case. A more rigorous analysis is
in progress (see the forthcoming [6]). But for the non-
linear equations like those of transonic ows the solu-
tion given here is incomplete and one equation is still
missing. This lack of result is compensated by a full
numerical investigation which demonstrates the pres-
ence of Dirac functions in the derivatives of the physi-
cal variables of the ow with respect to the parameters
of the sensitivity analysis. We use an implementation
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called \Fad++" [1], using operator overloading and
expression templates in C++, of the automatic dif-
ferentiation of programs [4] and a ow solver adapted
from NSC2KE [7].

2 THE TRANSONIC EQUATIONS

2.1 Derivation of The Transonic Equation

Consider the Euler equations for compressible perfect
isentropic gas in a domain 
 :8><

>:
@t�+r � (�u) = 0;

@t�u+r � (�u
 u) +r� = 0:

For stationary ows, the following holds

r � (�u
 u) = �uru = r(�u
2

2
)� �u�r� u

so that there are irrotational solutions to the station-
ary Euler equations which then reduce to8>><

>>:
r � (�u) = 0;

r(�u
2

2
+ �) = 0;

r� u = 0:

The second equation gives an algebraic relation be-
tween � and u2:

��1 = K � u2

2
;

where the constant K is �xed by the boundary con-
ditions. The third equation tells us that u derives
from a potential �, i.e. u = r�. The �rst equation,
which determines �; is known as the transonic equa-
tion. After renormalization, u �! u=

p
2K, the tran-

sonic equation in a domain 
 of boundary � = �1[�2;
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reads:8<
:

r � (�u) = 0; u = r�; � = (1� juj2)� in 
;

�
@�

@n
j�1 = g; �j�2 = ��;

with  = 1:4; � = 1=(�1) = 2:5 in air. In variational
form it isZ




�r� � rw �
Z



(1� jr�j2)�r� � rw

=

Z
�

gw; 8w 2 H1
02(
);

with �� �� 2 H1
0;�2

(
), the Sobolev space of order 1
of functions which are zero on �2.

An entropy inequality must be added for well posed-
ness (see Glowinski [2] and Ne�cas [9] ):

�� > �1:

2.2 The Small Disturbance Transonic
Equation

If the velocity is almost constant and horizontal, then
� = xu1 +  ,  � 1. Therefore

r � ((1� jr�j2)�r�)
� (1� u21)

� [@x[@x (1� 2�u1
1� u21

@x )] + @yy ]:

Now

@x � 2�u1
1� u21

(@x )
2

= � 2�u1
1� u21

(@x � 1� u21
4�u1

)2 +
1� u21
8�u1

;

so by letting

' =  
4�u1
1� u21

� x;

we obtain

@x(
(@x')

2

2
)� @yy' = 0;

written also simply :

'x'xx � 'yy = 0: (1)

2.3 A Model Equation

Suppose there is a shock of intensity m at x = a, for
instance

'x � m(2H(x� a)� 1)

where H(x) is the Heavyside function at x = 0. With-
out loss of generaly we may take m = 1 for simplicity.

Then we may consider

((H(x� a)� 1

2
)�x)x � �yy = 0:

In a rectangular nozzle there is no y-dependency and
so we consider the one dimensional problem

((H(x � a)� 1

2
)�x)x = 0:

There is an analytical solution:

�x = c(2H(x� a)� 1);

� = d� c(x� a) + 2H(x� a)c(x� a)

where c; d are constants which are determined by the
boundary conditions. For instance if �(0) = 0; �(2) =
2 then c = 1=(1� a) and

� =
�x+ 2H(x� a)(x� a)

1� a
:

3 DERIVATIVE WITH RESPECT TO
THE SHOCK POSITION

3.1 The Model Equation

Primed variables "0" denote derivatives with respect
to a. Then

�0 =
�x+ 2H(x� a)(x � a)

(1� a)2
� 2H(x� a)

1� a
(2)

Notice that �0 has a jump discontinuity at x = a. This
can be seen also by formally di�erentiating the PDE
of �:

�((H(x� a)� 1

2
)�0x)x � �0yy � (�(x � a)�x)x = 0

However the meaning of this equation is not clear.
Following Godlewski et al [3] if the same is done on
the variational formulation:Z




((H(x � a)� 1

2
)�xwx � �ywy) =

Z
�

gw

it is found thatZ



((H(x� a)� 1

2
)�0xwx � �0ywy)�

Z



�(x� a)�xwx

= 0:

But the Dirac product with �x is not well de�ned
because of discontinuities. Again if �0x has a Dirac
mass, as indicated by (2), the same problem arise in
the interpretation of H(x� a)�0x. So in a sense which
must be precised �0 satis�esZ




((H(x � a)� 1

2
)�0xwx � �0ywy)�

Z
�

e�wx = 0 (3)

for some e�.
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3.1.1 Reformulation with a discontinuous potential

Even with left and right derivatives if ever (3) could be
justi�ed, there will not be enough regularity on w to
give a meaning to the integral on � in (3). However it
is possible to cancel that integral on � by introducing
a jump discontinuity in �0. Indeed such a jump pro-
duces a Dirac mass on � also. Thus we reformulate
the problem as8>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

� @

@x
((H(x � a)� 1

2
)
@�0

@x
) +

@2�0

@y2
= 0

in 
� [ 
+;

[�0] = �;

[H(x� a)� 1

2
)
@�0

@x
]� = 0;

(4)

where 
� denote the domains left and right of the
shock. This problem is similar to those associated
with cracks in solid mechanics, or with lifting airfoil
with potential ows.

3.1.2 Determination of �

For continuous densities � it is possible to show the
equivalence between (3) and (4) with �[�0] = �. Here
we cannot guess the jump condition but on the other
hand the origin of the problem gives us the missing
information. Indeed, the jump in slope on � at x = a
is [�x] and since the function is continuous there must
exist a C1 function e� such that

� = e�+ [�x](a)H(x � a)(x� a):

By di�erentiating this equation with respect to a we
�nd that

�0 = e�0 � [�x](a)H(x � a):

Therefore the jump of �0 is

� = �[�x](a):

3.1.3 Example

For a rectangular nozzle (no dependence in y) �0x = �e
in 
�, for some e and so

�0 = �ex(1�H(x� a))

+(�2c� ea+ e(x� a))H(x� a)

because the jump is equal to �2c at x = a. The
value of e is given by applying the second boundary
condition. For instance if �0(2) = 0 then e = �c=(1�
a). So (2) is recovered.

Another one dimensional example with a more com-
plex density is given in Appendix A.

3.2 The Case of The Small Disturbance
Equation

In variational form (1) isZ



(
1

2
'2xwx + 'ywy) =

Z
�

gw 8w 2 H1
0;�2(
)

We assume now that the boundary condition g de-
pends upon a scalar constant � and we denote by 0

all derivatives with respect to �. Naturally the shock
position �!a (x) will vary with � and so '0 will have a
Dirac mass. Indeed the change of slope implies that

'(x; y) = e'(x; y)
+['x](a1(y); y)H(x� a1(y))(x� a1(y))

+['y](x; a2(x))H(y � a2(x))(y � a2(x));

where a1(y); y and x; a(x) ae two equations of the
shock �. By di�erentiating this equation with respect
to � it found that

['0](a(y); y) = �['x](a1(y); y)a01(y)
�['y](x; a2(x))a02(x)

� �['n]�a0 � n
where n is a normal to �.

Here again we can remove the di�cult integral on
� by a jump discontinuity of '0 and solve

('x'
0

x)x + '0yy = 0;

['0] = �['n]a0 � n;
['x'

0

xn1 + '0yn2] = 0

where (n1; n2) is a normal to �. However a0 is not
known so the problem is undetermined.

3.3 The Full Transonic Equation

In case of shocks (discontinuities of u at �) the vari-
ation �0 with respect to a small variation g0 of g is
not the classical solution of the linearized transonic
equation: Z




�0r� � rw +

Z



�r�0 � rw

�
Z



(�(1� 2�u
 u

1� juj2 )r�
0) � rw

=

Z
�

g0w; (5)

Indeed as before ['0] = �['n]a0 �n and the Rankine-
Hugoniot condition for this problem being

[�u � n]� = 0;
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Fig.1: Two computations are performed with a Euler ow solver at Mach 0.635 and 0.735. The triangulations
and the isomach lines are shown above.
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Fig.2: On these four plots the derivative with respect to the inow Mach number of the density and of the Mach
are shown. First on the left the trace of the density on the centerline of the nozzle, then on its right a zoom of
the same near the shock; then the trace of the modulus of the velocity on the centerline and �nally a zoom of
the same near the shock.
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Fig.3: Meshes at incidences 1o and 1:5o and at Mach 0:8..

it leads to

[�0u � n+ �u0 � n] � [�(1� 2�u
 u

1� juj2 )u
0) � n]� = 0:

So the right way to di�erentiate the transonic equa-

tion leads toZ



�(I � 2�u
 u

1� juj2 )r�
0 � rw +

Z
�

b
@w

@n
=

Z
�

g0w;
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which is hopefully equivalent to8>>>><
>>>>:

r � (�(I � 2�u
 u

1� juj2 )r�
0) = 0 in 
� [ 
+;

[�0]� = �;

[�(1� 2�u2

1� juj2 )
@�0

@n�
]� = 0:

(6)

When this problem is solved, the displacement of
the shock is recovered by a0 � n = ��=[�n]. How-
ever an equation is still missing because the jump
could be removed from the system by translation by
[�0]Im log(x + iy) and then the condition (6) is part
of the PDE which becomes valid on � also.

4 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In the following simulations, we generated and
re�ned the meshes using the BAMG (Bidimensional
Anisotrope Mesh Generator) provided by F. Hecht [5].
This allows us to obtain very �ne meshes in the shock
regions. Without this requirement, it is di�cult to
obtain a �ner evalution of the derivatives discontinu-
ity. The meshes are the resluts of �ftheen iterations
of adaptation.

The ows are is computed with the Euler ow solver
NSC2KE++, the C++ version of NSC2KE [7], combined
with the automatic di�erentiation library Fad++ [1].

4.1 Sensitivity with Respect to The Inow
Mach Number

Two con�gurations are computed at Mach 0.635 and
0.735. Figure 1 shows the triangulations used and the
isomach lines; the shock has moved and we wish to
recover this motion by sensitivity analysis.

Automatic di�erentiation is applied on the �rst
computation and the derivatives of the physical vari-
ables with respect to the inow Mach number are ob-
tained. Their values on the centerline of the nozzle
are displayed and shows clearly the Dirac singulari-
ties. However it is not possible to compute the weight
of the Dirac masses with su�cient precision to recover
the shock displacement.

4.2 Sensitivity with Respect to Incidence

The computations are done at incidences 1o and 1:5o

around a NACA0012 at Mach 0:8. Figure 3 shows the
meshes obtained by an adaptation at both incidences.

Figure 4 shows the values of densities on the pro�les.

We show on �gure 5 the values, on the pro�l, of
the derivatives of the state variables � and �E with
respect to the incidence �. Its show a discontinuity
at the level of the shock. The singularities are more
important in the case of derivatives with respect to
the mach number.
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Fig.4: Densities at incidences 10 and 1:50.

5 CONCLUSION

Derivatives of physical variables of a compressible ow
with respect to data have Dirac singularities when
changes in these parameters induce a change in the
shock positions. These Dirac masses contain the in-
formation about the change of position of the shocks,
but because they are singularities they are hard to
compute. Instead it has been shown here that by in-
troducing a crack in the computational domain at the
shock positions the same information about the shock
positions can be computed via the jumps of the vari-
ables on the cracks. However the analysis is incom-
plete because one equation is missing in the nonlinear
cases.
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APPENDIX A: ANOTHER ONE
DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE

Consider the one dimensional problem

d

dx
(�
d 

dx
) = 0 on ]0; 2[ with � = a+H(x� a)

whereH is the Heavyside function, and with boundary
conditions

 (0) = 0;  (2) = 3

This problem has a simple solution

 = (a+ 1)
x

a
�H(x� a)

x� a

a

giving

 x =
a+ 1

a
� H(x� a)

a
;
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Fig.5: � and �E derivatives with respect to the incidence angle. The vertical scale of the pro�l is enlarge.

�0 = 1� �(x� a);

 0x = � 1

a2
(1�H(x� a)) +

�(x � a)

a
;

 0 = � x

a2
(1�H(x� a)); (7)

where � is the Dirac function. Notice that the jump
of  0 across the shock at x = a is [ 0] = 1=a.

Let us check that we can recover those results di-
rectly from the variational formulation below, in which
 0 is seeked piecewise regular with a jump across the
chock of given intensity equal to �[ x]=[�], i.e. 1=a :Z 2

0

(�
d 0

dx
+ �0

d 

dx
)
dw

dx
= 0 8w 2 H1

0 (0; 2)

with  0 = 0 at x = 0 and x = 2.

From this equation we see that (�d 0x)x = 0 in (0; a)
and in (a; 2). But � is also constant in these two in-
tervals, so we can seek the unkown in the form of a
piecewise linear function with the suitable jump at
x = a:

 0 = Ax(1�H(x� a)) + (Aa+
1

a
+B(x� a))H(x � a)

where A and B are such that  0(2) = 0 and

[�
d 0

dx
+ �0

d 

dx
] = 0 at x = a:

This gives

Aa+
1

a
+B(2� a) = 0 (a+ 1)B � aA� 1

a
= 0:

Hence

A = � 1

a2
B = 0  0 = � x

a2
(1�H(x� a)):
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